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Editorial

Welcome to znet.
We are glad you found us. And we
are glad that we can help you, too.
Things change fast in the world of
customs. And this is exactly what
makes it so fascinating, but also so
challenging for all involved at a business level. So the choice of the right
customs services provider is decisive.
At znet, we offer you a truly unique
range of services. And make your
customs easy. With a background
rooted in customs and, as the inventors of the segment’s most highly
automated customs software, more
and more customers are learning to
appreciate our outstanding levels of
performance. So it’s only logical that
we also address other important customs issues that can enhance your
company’s efficiency. Customers like
Abbott, Krombacher, Lufthansa, UPS,
and more than 500 know why they
chose znet.

znet founder, CEO, and Germany’s leading
customs consultant: Werner Tholl, Financial
Advisor (customs)

Discover a world where customs is easy.
Our three customs competence units and
three product brands guarantee your customs success. And maybe you too will soon
be saying: “Yes, znet is the one we need.”
Best regards,

Werner Tholl
znet – how it all began
> 1997 Werner Tholl launches the most intuitive customs software > 2000 znet renamed znet systemhaus
> 2004 One of the pioneers of mobile customs handling > 2007 The “Customs for Everyone” campaign launches
Germany’s first ever flat rate for customs > 2008 znet celebrates the 500th installation > 2010 Successful
launch of znet consulting > 2012 New positioning as the znet group > 2015 znet launches Global Customs Office
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“6 reasons
for more effective
customs workflows.”
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Reason 1

Superior customs solutions.
No problem, we deliver.
After all, we are the pioneers.
customs from a to znet – to the
letter. Our roots are in customs. The
ongoing development of our new,
groundbreaking solutions by real customs officers, customs-IT professionals, and freight-forwarding agents
is based on hard customs facts. It’s
only logical – who needs blind theory
or customs to the letter of the law
when cost issues take a back seat?
Or when current trends are ignored?
We understand your customs needs
from the ground up, we analyze them
and invest our entire customs knowhow to bring you the best solutions.
Guaranteed.

znet today:
> Pioneers of groundbreaking
customs solutions
> Team of more than 30 experts
> New Quality Management Force
> Even more customs support
> Further customs officers on the team

So what’s so different about znet?
We codeveloped ATLAS from the
start. We were one of the first to
offer mobile customs applications.
And we established Germany’s
hardest-hitting customs competence
team. Not to forget, znet also invented the popular customs flat rate.
So now you know.
Barriers? Not in our minds.
We set our sights high. And this is
a way of life for everyone in our
team. For instance, our new Quality
Management Force has ideally
positioned the group for the coming
years. Because, as the leader in
market know-how, we are dedicated
to ensuring that your customs solutions are on the mark – and persuasively priced, too. If anyone knows
more about customs, let us know.
Welcome to znet.

> Constant optimization of automation
> Stable and reasonable pricing

znet group – recent developments:
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> 1997 zara export > 2001 zara import > 2002 Warehousing & inward processing > 2004 zara on the Web
> 2005 Export control module > 2006 Outward processing module > 2007 Preferential treatment costing module
> 2010 zara facelift > 2011 Customs accounting module > 2013 Compliance module > 2016 Tariff module

“ATLAS codeveloper
from the start. For
maximum customs
success.”

Oliver Becker, Chief Operating Officer

znet customs solutions competence: gathered at source and constantly refined.
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Reason 2

All-around customs solutions.
Real customs officers, 20 years
of customs expertise, three
specialist units.
Customs – a fascinating and extremely diverse field that demands
absolute precision, dependability,
and certainty. At znet, our minds are
always on customs. We transform
the challenges of your day-to-day
business into perfectly interlocking,
smart, and sustainable solutions.
Now with a team of more than 30
pros and at seven different sites. We
can offer you 3 compact solution
units with the most intense concentration of customs competence
today’s market has ever seen. From

Three powerful and effective units:

intuitive customs software with
unrivalled customs logic and the first
nationwide customs competence
team to guarantee companies
maximum time- and cost-efficiency,
to cloud-based customs data backup.
And all this with the segment’s most
persuasive value for money.
Unique professional support
We round off our portfolio with the
best support you can get: at znet,
your needs are in the hands of the
professionals: IT-qualified freight-forwarding agents solve your problems
with no ifs or buts – even 24–7 when
you need us. Be honest: that’s what
customs is all about.

znet facts:
> 3,200 users
> 7 places of location
> two-figure annual revenue growth

software

clearing

consulting

The znet product portfolio:
> zara® simple customs software
> zecur® secure customs clearing
> zafir® precise customs consulting

Current status: Q1 2017
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znet headquarters in Wiesbaden: not far from everywhere in Germany.
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znet support: IT-skilled freight forwarders with the latest customs training, on call night and day.
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Your zara
product lines:
> zara import
> zara export
> zara compliance

From user to expert, in no time at all – thanks to the
popular customs workflow of zara, the software success. zara is one of the most intuitive import and export tools in the customs segment, and takes care of
all common customs procedures: From simple customs
clearance and warehousing to processing. zara is also
at the head of the field when it comes to compliance.
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Reason 3

Perfect customs integration.
Our zara customs software lets you
combine import, export, and compliance to meet your precise day-today business needs. 100 % workflowoptimized, 100 % customs- and
legally compliant. But zara wouldn’t
be zara if there wasn’t something
else: the unique flat rate for perfect
cost transparency.
You can look forward to refreshingly
intuitive handling – it’s as easy as sending an e-mail. After all, zara has been
upgraded and refined over the past 15
years – and today, thanks to unrivalled
customs logic and integration capability,
is the benchmark customs software in
numerous top-flight concerns.

zara
export
zara
import
zara
compliance

Three modules in
perfect customs synergy

Automotive

4

Fashion

2

Chemicals

3

Services

8

Beverages

3

Wholesale & retail

16

Engineering

18

Pharmaceuticals

4

Transportation

31

Others

11
znet customers according to
industry segments, in %.
Basis: >500 customers, 3,200 users

At znet software, we develop the market’s most powerful and intuitive customs software, we are the
codevelopers of ATLAS, and the inventors of mobile customs handling and the popular customs flat rate.
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Reason 4

Optimum customs data backup.
The two clearing options in
zecur enable you to archive your
customs data with high-end encryption – simultaneously, in two
clearing centers.
In this way, zecur transit offers EDIFACT
conversion with direct connections to
customs and transit networks. In contrast, zecur cloudit is a persuasive,
superfast archive for the preparation of
external customs audits and is equally
ideal for internal audits. And it comes
complete with a data guarantee of at
least ten years. What’s more, technical
customs support is now significantly
faster due to our close proximity to the
customs DP Center.

Total transactions p. a. :
znet interface
communications
znet individual
transactions

28 million
Berlin
3.5 million

Individual transactions in detail:
NCTS TUF TBE

0.55 million

SumA
Import / ECC
Processing /
bonded warehousing
Export / AES

0.36 million

Excise tax / EMCS

0.12 million
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Wiesbaden
Frankfurt/
Main

0.65 million
0.16 million
1.70 million

zecur: guaranteed security and still
the fastest way to customs success.

Your zecur
product lines:
> zecur transit
> zecur cloudit

“2 clearing
centers. We do
it the z-way.”
Jens Kleber, IT Manager

We at znet clearing are the specialist system providers for high-security customs data workflows.
Always on the pulse of customs technology.
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>
>
>
>

Your zafir
product lines:
zafir import
zafir export
zafir cert
zafir control

Whenever customs is the issue, maximum cost-effectiveness plays a decisive role. This is precisely where zafir
comes in. We take care of the practical side of customs
with Germany’s hardest-hitting customs competence
team. Real customs officers, hand-picked customs attorneys, and a dispatch team provide custom-designed support to meet your business needs and ensure absolutely
customs-compliant handling of your key projects.
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Reason 5

Absolute customs efficiency.
With zafir customs consulting you
get the best of several decades
of customs expertise, customs-IT
know-how and business intelligence. In this case, Germany’s top
customs experts are dedicated to
ensuring your customs efficiency.
You can always rely on zafir for absolute customs certainty when import,
export, AEO certification, or export
controls are the issue. If clearance is
what you want, zafir takes care of it,
too. The focus remains consistently
on benefits to your business. By the
way: zafir also offers the industry’s
best value for money.

Import
AEOcertification

Export

Exportcontrols
Cl

ea

ra n

ce

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

The customs competence team in action:
strategy, practice, law.
Germany’s leading customs consultants
Import, export and excise taxation
Bonded warehousing, inward / outward
processing
AEO certification
Export control, classification
Clearance
In perfect synergy with the capabilities
of the zara & zecur product lines

We at znet are the consulting task force for ultimate customs efficiency.
Our persuasive zafir solutions are built on the in-depth expertise of the best customs professionals.
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“znet is customs
with passion.
We get it done.”
Claudia Tholl, Head of Marketing
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The heads of the znet units: optimally positioned to handle the most demanding tasks.
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Reason 6

Customs quality assurance.
No problem. Many of Germany’s leading companies rely on the znet workflow. And the number is growing every day. It’s time for you to join them.
You already have 6 good reasons. We have many more. See you soon.

References (extract, last revised: 01/2017)
Abbott
Buffalo
FLP
Fruit of the Loom
H.C. Starck
Johns Manville
Krombacher Brauerei
LSG Sky Chefs
Lufthansa CityLine
Lufthansa Technik AERO Alzey
NIPPON EXPRESS
peiker acustic
REWE Group
RHENUS Logistics
Toys “R” Us
UPS

> Pharmaceuticals
> Footwear / fashion
> Retail
> Clothing / fashion
> Chemicals
> Construction materials
> Beers and beverages
> Food / airline catering
> Airline
> Aviation
> Logistics
> Automotive
> Food
> Logistics
> Toys
> Transport

znet group customers:
> More than 500 customers
> More than 3,200 users
> Medium-sized businesses and global players
Your customs and znet – sounds good.
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Consistent focus on customs and business – because customs efficiency counts.

“Strategy.
Practice. Law.”
The zafir customs competence team
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“Your key to
efficient customs.”
Werner Tholl, CEO znet group
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The popular znet USB solution stick: all znet facts in compact digital form.

EU customs glossary

customs from a to znet.
AEO
Approved Economic
Operator
A certificate that may be
granted on application
to resident economic operators within a customs
territory (since January 1,
2008) when requirements
are fulfilled (previous
customs compliance, appropriate recordkeeping,
financial solvency and,
where relevant, appropriate security and safety
standards) and enables
the AEO to benefit from
simplifications provided
for in the customs or
security-relevant rules.
AES
(Automated Export
System) IT-based method
for the handling of export
procedures.
Agricultural duties
Import and export duties
introduced under the common agricultural policy.
Inward processing
A procedure allowing
the import of goods for
the purposes of processing and re-exporting
them. The import duties
are either suspended,
together with commercial
policy measures (suspension system), or initially
paid and then refunded
at re-export (drawback
system).

Declarant
The person making the
customs declaration in his
own name or the person
in whose name a customs
declaration is made. In
the case of the transit
procedure, this person is
called the “principal”.
Antidumping duties
Customs duties imposed
on imports from specific
countries (or goods from
particular manufacturers
in such countries) in addition to the normal or preferential duty; such duties
can be introduced where
the export price is below
the normal value, provided
such imports cause or
threaten to cause material
injury to European-Community producers of like
products.
ATLAS
(Automated Tariff and
Local Customs
Handling System)
Computer-based solution
employed by the German
customs authorities for
the automation of customs
handling and processing
of internal transactions.
Exporter
The person on whose behalf the export declaration
is made and who is the
owner of the goods or has
a similar right of disposal
over them.

Export procedure
The customs procedure
for taking European
Community goods out
of the customs territory;
it ensures compliance
with applicable export
embargos and restrictions
and provisions regarding
drawback and the remission of value-added tax
and excise tax.
TIR carnet
Document facilitating
transit by serving both
as a customs declaration
and as a guarantee in
countries that are a contracting party to the TIR
Convention.
Import duties
Collective definition of
customs duties payable
on imported goods when
a customs debt is incurred.
The customs debt amount
is determined by the EU
directive or on the basis of
autonomous tariff suspensions and tariff quotas,
autonomous or contractual
preferential arrangements,
antidumping, countervailing, safeguard and
retaliatory duties, as well
as import charges laid
down under the common
agricultural policy.
Electronic Data
Interchange – EDI
Under the conditions and
in the manner that they
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determine, the customs
authorities may provide
that customs formalities are carried out by
exchanging EDI standard
messages; this includes
the replacement of the
handwritten signature by
other means and a waiver
from presenting written
documents when the
declaration is lodged.
Approved exporter
A person who makes
frequent shipments of
products qualifying for
preferential origin and
who has been authorized
to make out invoice declarations for proof of origin.
Free zones, free
warehouses
A territory or premises
situated in the customs
territory where import duties and commercial policy
measures are suspended
for non-Community goods.
Community goods can
already benefit from mea-

sures normally requiring
their export.
Common customs tariff
The sum of all European
Community provisions
fixing import and export
duties and duty exemptions with regard to
specific goods, including
agricultural, antidumping
and preferential duties,
tariff quotas and tariff
suspensions; these and
other measures are held
in the integrated tariff of
the Community (TARIC)
in a suitable form for
electronic processing and
distribution.
Common transit
Customs procedure for
the carriage of goods
between the Community
and the EFTA countries
and between the EFTA
countries themselves.
Community transit
Customs procedure that
allows goods to be moved
from one point in the Community to another.
Principal
The person who places
goods under the transit
procedure, even where
this is done by an authorized representative.
Control copy T5
Declaration and undertaking used to cover goods
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imported into, exported
from or moving within the
customs territory of the
Community that are subject to proof of compliance
with the conditions provided for or prescribed by
a Community rule for their
use and/or destination.
Cumulation
Rules allowing components and processing in
certain partner countries
to be considered for the
acquisition or maintenance of preferential
origin.
Modernized customs
code
Regulation of the European Parliament and of the
Council of April 23, 2008.
This regulation lays down
the general rules and
procedures applicable to
goods brought into or out
of the customs territory of
the Community. The aim
of the new customs code
is to make trading easier.
This is achieved by the
simplification and automation of customs procedures and establishing
interoperability between
the IT systems of the 27
customs administrations,
while ensuring a high
level of security at the
external borders of the
EU. The new customs code
will replace the previous
code.

The znet customs glossary: the most important terms for your day-to-day business needs.

EU customs glossary

New Computerized
Transit System (NCTS)
Electronic data interchange system
Installed as a replacement
for the traditional paperbased transit procedure in
both the Community and
the EFTA countries.
Outward processing
A customs procedure
allowing total or partial
duty relief after the
temporary export of
Community goods for
processing outside the
customs territory and the
reimport of the processed
products for free circulation.
Sensitive goods
The designation of those
goods for which the Community guaranteeing associations have withdrawn
the TIR guarantee
Security
Amount that might be
requested by the customs
authorities from the
principal to guarantee
payment of customs duties or other charges.
Right of representation
Every person is legally
entitled to name a representative to the
customs authorities for
the performance of acts
and formalities relating to
customs rules.

TARIC
(Tarif Intégré de la Communauté européenne)
Integrated tariff of the
Community, held and
managed in a Commission database: in addition
to normally applicable
duties, it also contains
EC import and export
measures applicable to
specific goods, such as
tariff suspensions, tariff
quotas, tariff preferences,
antidumping duties,
quantity restrictions, embargoes, export refunds
(drawback).
Overseas Countries and
Territories (OCT)
Countries and territories
dependent on a Member
State and not belonging to the EC customs
territory Goods from OTC
benefit from preferences on importation
into Community customs
territory.
Processing under
customs control
This procedure allows
goods to be imported under suspension of import
duties and commercial
policy measures. The aim
is that these goods are
processed and can be
subsequently released for
free circulation at a more
favorable import duty
than that applicable for
import goods.

Origin of goods
Origin is the “economic”
nationality of goods in
international trade. It is
necessary to determine
the origin of goods, as
any duties applicable to
them depend on their
origin.
Proof of Origin
Proof that the goods fulfill
the origin requirements
laid down.
Binding Origin
Information (BOI)
Written information
issued by the customs
authorities of the
Member States on the
preferential or non-preferential origin of specific
goods to be imported or
exported. This is binding
for all customs authorities of the Community
insofar as it is presented
by the entitled party
and applies to goods
for which customs formalities will be fulfilled
following forwarding of
information.
Binding Tariff
Information (BTI)
Written information
issued by the customs
authorities of the
Member States on the
classification of goods in
the combined nomenclature or a nomenclature
derived therefrom, such
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Essential customs terminology.
as the TARIC or the
nomenclature for export
refunds (drawback). This
is binding for all customs
authorities of the Community insofar as it is
presented by the entitled
party and applies to
goods for which customs
formalities will be fulfilled
following forwarding of
information.
Compensating products
(processed goods)
These are products resulting from processing under
the inward or outward
processing procedure.
Main compensating
products are those for the
production of which the
arrangements were authorized, whilst secondary

compensating products
are necessary by-products
of the processing operation.
Processing operations
This term covers the
working of goods, including assembling them
or fitting them to other
goods. It also includes the
processing and repair of
goods, including restoration and putting them
in order. Furthermore,
the use of certain goods
that are not found in
the processed products,
but which allow or
facilitate their production,
excluding fuels, energy,
lubricants, equipment,
and tools.
Ad-valorem duty
This is the usual nomenclature for a duty
fixed as a percentage
of the customs value of
the goods; in contrast, a
specific duty is expressed
as a fixed amount per
unit of measurement, (for
example, kg, t, hl, vol%
and others).
Re-exportation
Customs treatment of
non-Community goods
that are taken out of the
customs territory.
Customs controls
All acts performed by the
customs authorities of
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Kalli, the customs dog is raring to go.

the Member States with
a view to ensuring that
customs law and other
trade provisions applicable
to goods under customs
control are observed.
Kalli, the znet
customs dog
Extremely agile member
of the znet staff. Has
a fine nose for premium
EU meat products at headquarters and waves team
colleagues through for
a tasty treat. He’s always
happy to see customers,
too.
Bonded warehousing
procedure
The customs procedure for
storing non-Community
goods without subjecting them to import duties
or commercial policy
measures, and Community
goods with a view to applying measures normally
requiring the export of
such goods.
Drawback
One of the two variants
of the inward processing
procedure under which
the import duties are paid
at release for free circulation and refunded when
the processed products or
the goods in the unaltered
state are re-exported.
Customs debt
The obligation on a person

EU customs glossary

to pay import or export
duties under the provisions of the Community
Customs Code and the
Common Customs Tariff.

transit operations without
presenting the goods and
the transit declaration at
the office of departure.

Customs procedure
The Community Customs
Code provides for eight
customs procedures:
release for free circulation, transit, bonded
warehousing, inward
processing, processing
under customs control,
temporary importation,
outward processing, and
exportation.

Source: European Commission
Taxation and Customs Union
Directorate-General

Authorized exporter
A person who has been
authorized to use the local
clearance procedure for
exports, i.e. they place
the goods under the
procedure by entry into
their records and notify
the customs authorities of
the removal of the goods
from their premises in the
manner specified in the
authorization.
Authorized consignee
A person who has been
authorized to receive
goods under a transit procedure without presenting them and the transit
declaration at the office of
destination.
Authorized consignor
A person who has been
authorized to carry out

See you soon at znet.
www.znet-group.com
© znet group GmbH
All rights reserved.
Last revised: 01/2017
Overall concept, Realization:
znet group marketing team,
BRANDMAID® Agentur für Design
www.brandmaid.de
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At the znet group, with its head
office in Wiesbaden, Germany,
real customs officers, freightforwarders, and IT specialists
develop powerful customs workflow solutions based on practical experience. With three units
– software, clearing, and consulting – and a unique team of
customs experts, we create the
most innovative, in-depth service
package the market offers.

solutions from a to znet.
Find out more about
our customs workflow:
+49 (0) 611. 44 85 76-0

znet group GmbH, Hagenauer Strasse 55a, 65203 Wiesbaden, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 611. 44 85 76-0, Fax: +49 (0) 611. 44 85 76-66
E-mail: info@znet-group.com

www.znet-group.com

